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“The UK visitor attractions sector continues to benefit from
continuing ‘staycation’ habits, the draw of creative
attractions and investment in technology. Forming
partnerships with travel operators and enhancing the
visitor experience will help the sector to continue its
momentum amidst uncertainties.”
– Lauren Ryan, Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

From dusk to dawn
Hobby holidays present creative partnerships

The UK visitor attractions market continues to grow, fuelled by continuing ‘staycation’ habits, the draw
of creative attractions and sector-wide investment in technology. The total number of visits to UK
attractions is estimated to reach 340 million in 2019, a figure which continues to rise by 3-4% a year.
Operators must take advantage of the strong domestic holiday market while considering consumer
preference for convenience, for example by promoting one-night stays as a way to make visits more
feasible and worthwhile. Emphasising green initiatives, such as sustainable transport options or zerowaste models, can also help attractions to capitalise upon consumers’ environmental concerns.
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Improved food and drink offerings also have potential to extend upon an attraction’s unique
proposition, with trailblazing operators pioneering exhibition-inspired rotating menus. AR technology
presents significant opportunities for the future of visitor experience, especially when used to showcase
fresh perspectives and increase interactivity.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Cost is crucial
Figure 22: Factors influencing choice of visitor attraction (any rank), August 2019
Travel time ranks second
Food and drink offer could increase dwell time

Visitor Attraction Companions
Demand to be met for families
Figure 23: Visitor attraction companions, August 2019
Three’s a crowd
Group tours reserved for inbound tourists

Role of Technology and Social Media for Visitor Attractions
Websites most popular, while apps still untapped
Figure 24: Technology and social media activities related to visitor attractions, August 2019
Attractions boost visits to local area
Social media visibility needed
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Abbreviations
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Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
Forecast methodology
Figure 26: Forecast of visits to UK visitor attractions, 2019-24
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